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1. Overview 

Plethora of commercial textbooks is expensive and has superfluous information that students might not 
necessarily need for BIOL 207 (Molecular Genetics and Heredity). Open Genetics Textbook allowed 
students to save both money and time, since it was free and included only the essential information. My 
job was to upgrade this textbook into a short "lecture size" chaptered textbook called Open Genetics 
Lectures, under the supervision of Dr. John Locke. The pre-existed 14 chapters were divided into 41 
chapters and new information was added in some of the chapters. Each chapter would represent a 
lecture.  

2. Process 

(1) Lecture comparison chart: 
Lecture comparison chart between the instructors for BIOL 207 (Dr. Locke and Dr. Harrington) was made 
to find the matching and mismatching lectures so that each chapter could represent a lecture of both 
instructors. 
(2) Textbook Composition: 
I identified the range of topics that were covered in the three major commercial genetics textbook and 
how those topics were organized.  
(3) Reconstruction: 
Based on the new 41 chapters, existing information from the previous textbook was transferred to its 
new chapters. Information that was not present in the previous textbook was added.  
(4) Formatting: 
Once all the information has been transferred, a major format and layout change was done. 
(5) Because existing questions were redistributed, some chapters were missing questions. I continued 
on from the last CTL summer student's work (Caroline Cheng). Using the resources compiled by Caroline, 
I transferred about 500 questions into Excel question bank, assigned a chapter to each questions, and 
selected the good ones.  
 
Overall, my CTL summer months were amazing. Being able to work alongside faculty members and a 
graduate student to establish learning material for future students was a very unique and rewarding 
experience to me. I was able to closely see how course contents were organized, and how much effort 
had to be put in to synthesize teaching materials. I realized that there are so many things that I didn't 
know about genetics. This CTL opportunity gave me a chance to challenge myself and grow as a Genetics 
major. From reinforcing course knowledge to learning new technology such as using Word to make a 
textbook or PowerPoint to make figures. It was overall a very meaningful, joyful and educational 
experience. 
I would like to thank Dr. John Locke who was my supervisor. I also like to thank Dr. Harrington and 
Lindsay Canham (MSc) for working with me. Lastly, I want to thank CTL for providing me with this 
awesome and unforgettable summer experience. 
 


